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ABSTRACT

Social commerce (s-commerce) has changed both businesses and customers. The role of customer has dramatically changed with the rapid growth of s-commerce. Customer engagement behavior in the s-commerce context has become a key competitive advantage for companies that aim to build a customer-centric business and utilize the power of social media. Numerous studies have conducted to understand the customer behavior to engage in s-commerce, but little effort have been made to incorporate the previous studies to provide theoretical foundation of customer engagement in s-commerce context. The aim of this study is to identify the well utilized theories and factors that influence customer engagement behavior in s-commerce. The study used a systematic Literature Review (SLR) as a method to identify and analyze the theories and factors related to customer engagement. The results shows that the theories which constitute the foundation of customer engagement studies can be classified into: social related theories, technological related theories, behavioral theories and motivational theories, and most of the well utilized factors are tapped under theses classifications. This study provides a comprehensive view of the theoretical foundation of customer engagement studies in s-commerce, and provide theoretical basis for IS research towards the development of empirical research on customer engagement and s-commerce.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Social media represent one of the most transformative impacts of IT on business [1]. Social media empowered by Web 2.0, enable individuals to communicate, collaborate in vast and international scale [2]. Social commerce (s-commerce) emerged as new form of e-commerce involves using social media which support social interactions and user contributions to assist commercial activities [3]. Despite that several studies considering s-commerce is a sub-set of the traditional e-commerce, there are some differences between them. [2] have distinguished between the two concepts in three aspects. First s-commerce utilizes Web 2.0 features as basis for social interaction, particularly, the core of Web 2.0 features such as user generated content and content sharing [4], whereas e-commerce is used Web 1.0 which provides a classic way of browsing. Second aspect is the business goals, the focus of e-commerce is mainly on increasing the technical efficiency such as quick search, improving recommendations based on customer’s preferences. However, the main business goal in s-commerce is social goal, such as networking, collaboration and information sharing [3]. in e-commerce, the customer is isolated, and perform individual acts without any connection with customers, while in s-commerce, customer is a part of interactive community of users that communicate collaborate with each other [5]. For example, s-commerce focuses on SNSs to share product and service reviews .The reviews are generated in a form of comments from friends on SNSs like, Facebook. S-commerce can be defined as “an evolution of Web 2.0 of online commerce, allowing greater interactivity and participation of and among customers by means of blogs, wiki systems and sharing of articles written by its own community members”[6]. S-commerce is transforming the role of customers into active transaction players by empowering them to participate in the marketing, selling, comparing, curating and buying of goods in online marketplaces [7]. S-commerce as new paradigm has brought new stage of innovation to the business world by transforming the traditional way of transaction and value generation. customers have become able to establish contacts more quickly through new forms of interactivity by Web 2.0 [8], they can generate content and share it with other friends, members of communities of SNSs.
This digital content generated by customers has an economic value [9]. However, the key of business success for companies who aim to gain economic value from social commerce rely on customer engagement[10]. Literature emphasizes that the sustainability and operability of websites are highly rely on customer engagement and continues use[11], [12]. Customer engagement plays key role for the success of virtual environment including e-commerce [13],[14]. The configuration of e-commerce platforms built in two major ways[15]. First, social networks sites can add commercial features which allow transactions and advertisements for users, Facebook and LinkedIn are representing the first category. In July 2014 Facebook announced the testing of new buy button for its news feed pages. As well as for Twitter, which announced new button for a small percentage of U.S Twitter users[16]. Second, the traditional e-commerce websites such as Amazon and eBay plug in social networking features to communicate and well understand their customers[17], [18].

The concept of customer engagement (CE) emerged in 2006 as a sub-set of the term engagement which sought to study the customer’s behavior and emotions toward the interactions/participation with brands or services [19]. However, engaging customers consistently is a continuing challenge for companies that sell online [20]. In the s-commerce context, most research studies focus on the impact of s-commerce on business outcomes and little investigation has been done to explore customers’ engagement behavior in s-commerce [21]. Previous study was highlighted the lack of studies that identify the factors influencing customer engagement behavior in s-commerce [22]. Moreover, [23] highlighted that „to harness the impact of s-commerce, there is a need to understand how brands can leverage social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter in order to engage and collaborate with customers.

Overall, s-commerce research still in early stage, s-commerce is increasing and has been the subject of interest in several studies since 2010 [3]. There is scarcity of studies that uncover the theories and factors that influence customer engagement and provides insights to understand the theoretical foundation of customer engagement in s-commerce context [3]. The published studies up to date in the this context are fragmented. There is no systematic effort to draw meaningful insights from these studies. for example, the only attempt by [24] conducted a review to explain how consumers behave on s-commerce and provided five stages of a consumer decision-making process. Moreover, little effort has been made to systematically review these studies in order to provide a clear view of s-commerce for academics and practitioners. However, a proper systematic literature review (SLR) to address the theories used to study CE in the s-commerce context is missing. Towards these ends, this study has undertaken a SLR approach to contribute to IS field by exploring the theories and the well-utilized factors that have been used in previous s-commerce studies. This study attempt to answer the following research questions:

RQ1: What theories were used to understand customer engagement in s-commerce studies?
RQ2: What are the well-utilized factors were studied to understand consumer customer engagement in s-commerce?

The remainder of this paper organized as follow: Section 2 provides literate review on customer engagement and s-commerce, Section 3 highlights methodology used in this study, Section 4 reports the SLR results, Section 5 discuss the results and finally, Section 6 provides the conclusion and remarks of the study.

2. WHAT IS SOCIAL COMMERCE?

Looking at s-commerce definitions in literature reveals that it still does not have a standard definition and is associated with some inconsistencies. For example, [25] defined s-commerce as “the use of Internet-based media to enable users to participate in the selling, buying, comparing, and sharing of information about products and services in online marketplaces and communities”. [6] defined s-commerce as “an evolution of Web 2.0 of online commerce, allowing greater interactivity and participation of and among customers by means of blogs, wiki systems and sharing of articles written by its own community members”. On the other hand, s-commerce is considered as a subset of traditional e-commerce that involves using social networks to support social interaction for the online buying and selling of products and services[17], [26]. [27] defined s-commerce as selling via social media websites, such as Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and YouTube. However, this conceptual diversity in s-commerce definitions has brought different understanding of what social commerce means. Recent studies have identified two major types of s-commerce, namely: (1) social commerce sites that integrate commercial features so as to allow transactions and advertisements for users; and (2) the traditional e-commerce websites such as Amazon and eBay that add social networking tools to facilitate
interaction among customers [17], [18]. The majority of the previous studies focus on the first type of s-commerce [28]-[30]. On the other hand, [31] considered Amazon as a practical form of s-commerce because it contains social interactions in the form of online reviews. Group buying websites such as Groupon.com are also considered as a form of s-commerce, where people form a group in order to purchase products with discount advantages [32], [33].

3. CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT

Customer engagement (CE) concept has been built on different theoretical backgrounds, and defined by various researchers in different disciplines. In general, the term engagement means to be involved, occupied and interested in something[14]. The concept of customer engagement has three comprising dimensions which are: behavioral, cognitive and emotional. Scholar literature has defined CE in terms of a combination of cognitive, behavioral, and emotional aspects. The cognitive aspect represent that customers are interested in the activities of a company, behavioral aspect refers to the actual participation in commercial or other related activities, and the emotional aspects represent the positive feeling towards any activities of a company. [34] Defined customer engagement as “the level of a customer’s cognitive, behavioral and emotional existence in an online brand community”. However, most of the studies focus on customer engagement as a behavior aspect which considers all non-transactional behaviors (e.g., such as word-of-mouth, blogging and ratings) that can affect a firm [35] [36] [37]. In IS research domain, customer engagement comprises both user participation and involvement [38], and can be defined as “the intensity level of a customer to participate together with the company and with other customers in a cooperative knowledge exchange and information-sharing process [39]. Consistent with this, CE defined as “the intensity level of customer’s participation and connection with the company’s offerings and activities initiated by either the customer or the company [36].

Because s-commerce involves two main attributes (social activities and commercial activities), CE in s-commerce environment contains both transactional and non-transactional behavior. The direct transaction indicates the purchasing behavior of a customer during the buying process. Similarly, non-transactions refer to referral, information-sharing activities, information seeking, and after-sales phases of the customer [10]. However, this study used the well-known definition by [40] who defined CE as “customer’s behavioral manifestations that have a brand or firm focus, beyond purchase, resulting from motivational drivers”.

4. METHODOLOGY

This study conducted a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) as a method to review, analyze and synthesis s-commerce and customer engagement literature in order to investigate the well-utilized theories/factors that used, and finally to provide comprehensive view on the theoretical foundation of customer engagement on s-commerce context. SLR can create solid basis for advancing knowledge, facilitating the development of theory, as well as discovering new area of research [41]. Based on the procedure described in [42], this study employed four phases to identify, analyze, codify and report on the previous studies in relation to customer engagement. The first phase is identifying and extracting the relevant studies. The second phase involves designing and executing a detailed coding protocol of the capturing and coding procedure. The third phase encompasses the actual coding of relevant information and nodding classification. The final stage involves analyzing and reporting of the literature findings.

The first phase started by identifying the primary studies of customer engagement on s-commerce. We searched the online database that have reputable and high quality papers, such as (ScienceDirect, ISI Web of Knowledge, Scopus, AIS e-Library Springer, and ACM Digital Library. The keywords used in this search were: Customer Engagement, customer engagement behavior, social e-commerce. To ensure high quality results studies, inclusion and exclusion criteria has been applied as illustrated in Table1. In addition, forward search method [41] [43] was used to check the citations of the primary studies. This manual search applied to ensure that the SLR is comprehensive and relatively complete [41]. Software packages were used to support the process of SLR such as: 1) Mendeley: to store all the search results, and ease the process of removing duplicated studies. 2) Nvivo 10: to code and analyze the text of each study.
Table 1: Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion Criteria</th>
<th>Exclusion Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Full-text</td>
<td>1. Uncompleted studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Published in the above selected database.</td>
<td>Outside the selected time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Study manuscript written in English.</td>
<td>4. Duplicated studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. In the domain of e-commerce or s-commerce.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. RESULTS

The total number of studies after removing the duplication using Mendeley, was 207 studies. We then applied the inclusion/exclusion criteria as shown in Table 1 on the abstract and conclusion of each study. In this step total 86 studies were eliminated based on abstract and conclusion. Full-text scanning was used for the rest of the remaining studies with the consideration of the exclusion criteria. Moreover, after applying manual search on each primary study, 12 additional studies were found to be related to the topic. Thus, the final set of primary studies was 133. Figure 1 illustrates the study selection process that has been carried out for this SLR. These studies have been analyzed using Nvivo 10 software to extract the findings. All extracted studies were saved in Nvivo. Tree-level nodes, namely (theories and factors) were created as pre-codification scheme. The analysis process for this review were conducted in two levels. First level is to capture all the literature related to the factors and theories and analyze them to identify the well utilized factor/theories that customer engagement in s-commerce context. The second level dedicated to analyze in-depth of the extracted details of each node in order to be able to synthesis and classify the well-utilized factors/theories to derive the intended findings. Using this deductive analysis approach enable the researcher to categorize the findings under related aspect. The detailed results from this analysis is described in the following sub-sections.

4.1 Well Utilized Theories/ Factors

The results show that most of the s-commerce studies used theories under Explanation and prediction (EP) category as a theoretical foundation for their models. This due to Explanation and prediction theory provides both testable propositions and causal explanations. According to the SLR results, we found that Uses and Gratification theory (UGT), social support theory (SST), Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and Information systems success model (IS model) have mostly been adopted in previous studies. As shown in Figure 2, IS model and TAM have the highest number of studies, with ten and nine studies, respectively. Followed by SST was used in seven studies, UGT was applied in four studies. Moreover, Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA), Stimulus-Organism-Response (SOR), and Trust Transfer theory have gained attention in adopted in three studies each. Upon further analysis, the theories adopted by most of the studies are classified as: social related theories (Social support, social presence, social interactions and social influence); motivational theories (e.g., Uses and gratification, motivation theory); and behavioral theories such as (Theory of planned behavior and Theory of reasoned. Figure 3 shows the comprehensive view of the theoretical foundation of customer engagement in s-commerce research.
4.2 Social Related Theories/Factors

The important role of social aspect brought by the social nature of s-commerce allows the researchers to derive theoretical insights into s-commerce from social-related theories [24]. These theories include: social support theory; social presence theory; social influence theory; and social exchange theory. SST indicates that when social support exists in a social network, it would be natural for community members to share commercial information and recommendations as an extension of their sharing of other supportive information [44]. However, social support (e.g., information support and emotional support) fulfills customers’ social needs and inspires them to conduct useful interaction between each other. As these interactions and supportive information exchanges increase, customers enter into more satisfying and warm relationships. For example, Twitter members regularly provide social support for others [45] [46].

A recent study by [47] highlighted the potential role of social information on the consumer purchase decision. The social presence theory highlights that customers are able to establish a personal, warm and sociable interaction amongst each other in the s-commerce environment[10]. Based on the social exchange theory customers consider both costs and benefits to decide whether or not to engage in s-commerce activities. For example [48] adopted the social exchange theory to study the concept of user engagement in the context of online brand communities. Meanwhile, social influences can help to explain the effect of social exchanges on a customer’s behavior. A study by[14] found that social influence factors (e.g., social identity and maintaining interpersonal interconnectivity) have a positive effect on a user’s engagement on Facebook pages.

Relationship quality is found to be one of the most well utilized factors that have impact on customer engagement in s-commerce. Relationship quality refers to “the intensity and tightness of a relationship, which plays an important role in influencing customer loyalty” [49]. Prior research has utilized relationship quality as a lens through which to understand customers’ interactions with brands [50] [51]. Through the literature review, three main components which help to construct relationship quality, namely: trust, relationship commitment, and relationship satisfaction[49] [50] [51] [52]. Trust refers to the belief that the service provider is honest and benevolent [53]. Commitment defines a customer’s desire to continue a relationship with a retailer[52]. It is a psychological state which occurs when an ongoing relationship with a service provider is so important as to warrant maximum efforts at maintaining it [44]. Commitment is the key to a long term relationship. Finally, satisfaction is defined as being the emotional state that represents the overall evaluation of interactive experience with the service provider [44], [52]. In the s-commerce context, customer engagement needs the establishment of trust, commitment and satisfaction in a buyer-seller relationship[54]. Relationship quality presents positive influence on customer engagement behavior [55] [56] [44].

4.3 Motivation Related Theories Factors

The Uses and gratification theory (UGT) was developed by [57]. It is one of the mass communications and has been widely employed to investigate the wide range of traditional media such as television, newspapers, radio and telephones[58]. Since the growth of internet usage, the interest in applying UGT in various domains has continued to flourish [13]. The main objective of UGT is to attempt to understand the psychological needs of people which encourage them to use media and the reasons that motivate them to engage in certain types of media [59]. UGT has three basic assumptions [58]. First, people are active users of media. Second, people select media for intentional communication purposes, and their behaviors are goal-oriented. Finally, they know their motives behind selecting a specific type of medium. One of the strengths of UGT and its classification of benefits lies in the flexibility of study of various behavioral patterns across different media usage contexts [13]. UGT has received attention in s-commerce and social shopping research: both practically in investigating what motivates customers to engage in s-commerce platforms/fan pages; and also how to satisfy customers’ needs (as mentioned in the studies by[22] [13] [60] [61] [62].

According to [63], CE in s-commerce environments requires a deep understanding of what motivates individuals to do shopping. The online shopping values represent a strong determinant of a customer’s motivation. According
to [64], both hedonic and utilitarian factors compose the dimensions of web consumptions. The hedonic and utilitarian motivations are determined by the degree of utility provided and/or the enjoyment provided to users [28]. Customers with utilitarian motivation seek to achieve certain goals through online communities such as finding information about products or services before they make any purchasing decision. While, hedonic motivation focuses on a customer’s emotional needs, which take into account non-functional behaviors such as, fantasy, sensuality, and enjoyment. [65] pointed out that hedonic customers seek websites that provide more than transactional security and quick access to a large amount of information. Instead, activities that are fun, exciting, and enjoyable, and which satisfy intrinsic needs are the main consideration to them [66]. [63] refers to hedonic motivations as a customer’s enjoyment of the shopping experience itself.

Likewise, motivation theory suggests that a customer’s extrinsic motivation (e.g., Perceived usefulness) and the intrinsic motivation (e.g., entertainment value) have a positive impact on users’ attitudes toward using s-commerce websites [67]. Likewise, motivation theory suggests that a customer’s extrinsic motivation (e.g., Perceived usefulness) and the intrinsic motivation (e.g., entertainment value) have a positive impact on users’ attitudes toward using s-commerce websites [67].

4.4 Technological Related Theories Factors

The results show that factors such as website quality and technological issues in s-commerce have gained considerable attention among researchers. Research shows that the level of customer engagement on s-commerce is influenced by the quality (e.g., service quality and information quality) of particular websites[64]. Prior studies adopted IS success model [68] [69] to expose insights on s-commerce platforms. The IS model suggests that e-commerce success can be determined by six dimensions, specifically: system quality, information quality, user satisfaction, system use, individual impact, and organizational impact respectively. The model suggests that customers’ attitude, for example, in relation to satisfaction and behavior such as purchase or repurchase intention) depends on their belief about the quality of the e-commerce systems[64]. The IS success model was used to examine the internet shopping site qualities on hedonic and utilitarian values, in addition to their influence on repurchase intention. Another attempt to use the D&L model was by [70] in order to study the stickiness of users in business to customer group buying sites.

Interactivity is another key factor influence CE in s-commerce. It is defined as the degree to which a communication technology allows the design of an environment where individuals can exchange messages and communicate with each other [71]. S-commerce, as a dynamic environment, allows customers to create content, share shopping experiences with others and post shopping messages [10]. Customers interact with the s-commerce environment through enabled technological features. These features refer to the subjective properties of the s-commerce platform [10]. Therefore, Interactivity as a key design feature has been found to influence customer response to the online medium [10]. the s-commerce environment with high perceived interactivity provides a suitable platform for self-presentation, content generation and exchange of social support [44][10]. It has been noticed that numerous studies have investigated the influence of interactivity on for instance, television as new channels appear in e-commerce [71], eWOM [56]; s-commerce sites [10], [72]; and the virtual environment such as virtual goods [73]. Therefore, interactivity is considered to be a key engagement factor in the new e-commerce era.

Overall, the technological aspect of s-commerce represent a key part that encourage customers to engage in s-commerce activities. Prior research discussed suitable design features related to e-commerce and Web 2.0, in s-commerce and propose a set of principles for s-commerce platform design [4]. Another effort has been made [74] who introduces a model that captures the essential features of the s-commerce business model.

4.5 Behavioral Related Theories Factors

Behavior theories such as Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) were adopted in a number of studies. These theories are widely adopted in IS research to understand the adoption of Technology. Thus, recently, numerous study attempted to examine the applicability of these theories in the emerging s-
commerce and customer behavior research. For example, a study by [7] used both TAM and TPB to examine the behavioral predictors of using s-commerce sites. TAM emphasize on the important role of Perceived ease of use and usefulness of s-commerce intention to use, where TPB and TRA provides the attitude, perceived behavior control as antecedence towards continuance participation intention [11]. In summary, Figure 3 summarizes all the well utilized theories and factors that have been applied in previous studies.

5. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The growth of s-commerce usage has been shown influence on engaging customer in this new phenomenon. This study is conducted to systematically review the studies on customer engagement in s-commerce. The study investigates and categorizes the theories/factors influencing customers’ engagement in s-commerce. The results show that the theoretical foundation of CE in s-commerce is based on social, technological, motivational, and motivational theories. This broad view can contribute to achieving deep understanding as to how customers in these dynamic environments engage and co-create value. As practical implication, the findings of this study reveals that social theories/factors play important role in engaging customers. Thus, companies that seeking for competitive advantage and marketing potential are advised to integrate social networks sites in their e-commerce sites. In addition, the influence of technological factors such as interactivity, information quality and service quality enrich the communication between customers and develop participant conversation. This indicates that customer are intended to engage in platforms that allow them to create content and share it with other customers.

Overall, the results of this study theoretically contributes to IS research in two perspectives. First this study provides a holistic model to show the theoretical foundation of customer engagement behavior in s-commerce context. The model explains the impacts of social, technological and motivation aspects on customer engagement, which advance the knowledge on what stimulate customers to engage in s-commerce activities. Second, this study is one of the earliest studies that provides theoretical dimensions for customer engagement behavior in s-commerce (Social, technological, motivation, and behavioral), this can help the researchers to deeply understand the theoretical foundation of the customers engagement. Thus, the results in this aspect will provide long-term impact to IS research by providing theoretical basis for developing empirical research on customer engagement.

The findings of this study open motivation for new research in the context of s-commerce. For example, most of the studies still focusing on the behavioral and social aspect of s-commerce, while the technological aspect is key concept in the near future. More research is needed to investigate the technological features that effect customer to engage in s-commerce platforms.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The emergence of s-commerce as new phenomenon in business has redefined the relationship with the customer. The role of customer has dramatically changed with the rapid growth of s-commerce, they are more proactive and they are willing to play significant role with new product and services. This study used an SLR method to provide an overview of the theoretical foundation of customer engagement in s-commerce by identifying the theories and factors used in previous studies. Throughout the collected studies. The results of this review show that the theories and factors which have been used in previous studies can be classified into: social related theories, motivational theories, behavioral theories and Technological related. Moreover, most of the studies attempting to investigate the influence of socialization notion on commerce, because customers are nowadays more value creators compared with couple of years back. This justify the high number of studies using social theories and factors. This study contributing to the body of knowledge by addressing the theoretical foundation of the previous studies on customer engagement in s-commerce context, and identifying the well-utilized factors.

The findings form this study ignites some opportunities for further research. First, the proposed model can be examined empirically in the context of s-commerce. Second, further research can contribute to the CE by integrating some of the identified theories, which will give more insights on what encourage customers to engage in s-commerce. Third, new research can extend the proposed model using other theories to provide different perspective to understand and expose new insights in the field of s-commerce.
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